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ABSTRACT
Computation–communication overlap and good load balance are
features central to high performance of parallel programs. Unfortu-
nately, achieving them with MPI requires considerably increasing
the complexity of user code. Our work contributes to the alternative
solution to this problem: using a virtualized MPI implementation.
Virtualized MPI implementations diverge from traditional MPI im-
plementations in that they map MPI processes to user-level threads
instead of operating-system processes and launch more of them
than there are CPU cores in the system. They are capable of pro-
viding automatic computation–communication overlap and load
balance with little to no changes to pre-existing MPI user code. Our
work has uncovered new insights into MPI virtualization: Two new
kinds of timers are needed: an MPI-process timer and a CPU-core
timer, the same discussion also applies to performance counters
and the MPI profiling interface. We also observe an interplay be-
tween the degree of CPU oversubscription and the rendezvous
communication protocol: we find that the intuitive expectation of
only two MPI processes per CPU core being enough to achieve full
computation–communication overlap is wrong for the rendezvous
protocol—instead, three MPI processes per CPU core are required
in that case. Our findings are expected to be applicable to all virtu-
alized MPI implementations as well as to general tasking runtime
systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Performance of parallel programs depends on many factors, among
which are the computation–communication overlap and the load
balance. Overlapping communication with computation can hide
network latency and thus lead to better performance. Parallel com-
putations split the overall volume of computation into many parts
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and assign them to individual processors. This load must be care-
fully balanced across the processors, so that the program does not
have to wait for some processors while other processors are idle.

Unfortunately, computation–communication overlap and good
load balance are non-trivial to achieve in MPI [18]. A traditional
MPI implementation maps each MPI process, each of which gets as-
signed a share of the computation, to an operating-system process
and usually launches one MPI process per core; oversubscription
is possible with the popular MPI implementations, but is rarely
used in practice. Achieving computation–communication overlap
with such an MPI implementation requires using MPI’s nonblocking
communication calls which make code more complex and harder
to read compared to code written with the conceptually-simpler
blocking calls. Furthermore, even if nonblocking calls are used, the
overlap may still require the user code to periodically yield control
to the MPI library to allow it to progress the network operations,
which complicates the code even further [11]. As for the load bal-
ancing, it can be implemented with MPI by explicitly exchanging
work, but this, again, complicates the user code.

In practice many MPI programs actually use fewer MPI pro-
cesses than available cores, parallelizing computation in two ways:
a coarse-grained parallelization is done using MPI and a fine-
grained parallelization uses e.g., OpenMP to make use of the re-
maining cores. This again complicates user code. On the contrary
in this work we assume only MPI is used, and MPI is initialized
using MPI_THREAD_SINGLE, i.e. each MPI process consists of one
thread.

MPI virtualization provides a way of achieving overlap and load
balance while keeping the user code conceptually simple. In con-
trast to a traditional MPI implementation, a virtualized MPI imple-
mentation maps each MPI process to a user-level thread (ULT) and
launches more of them than there are CPU cores in the system. Fur-
thermore, as the number of MPI processes increases, the amount of
work per process tends to decrease, making the user code transfer
the control to MPI more frequently, alleviating the problem with
progressing the network operations.

Multiple researchers have presented virtualized MPI implemen-
tations: Adaptive MPI (AMPI) [12], MPC-MPI [22], FG-MPI [16],
TMPI [27], Toucan [17] (it adheres to a different programming
model but is otherwise close in spirit to MPI virtualization), and
TOMPI [5].

The goal of this study is to contribute to the understanding
of MPI virtualization. We have discovered a need for new time-
measurement calls: to measure time from the point of view of an
MPI process and from the point of view of a CPU core. These timers
complement the capabilities of MPI’s wall-clock timer, MPI_Wtime.
On the communication side, we have found the interplay between
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the degree of oversubscription and the MPI rendezvous communi-
cation protocol [30]. Contrary to intuition, having only two MPI
processes per CPU core would not be sufficient to achieve full
computation–communication overlap if a three-way rendezvous
protocol is used. We present our findings after a deeper discussion
of MPI virtualization.

2 MPI VIRTUALIZATION
The idea of using oversubscription to hide latency of a time-
consuming operation is an old and widely-used technique outside
of MPI. The MPI virtualization idea applies this technique in the
context of implementing MPI—suspend an MPI process blocked in
a communication call and switch to a process ready to continue
executing user code outside of MPI. In the context of this work,
MPI virtualization refers specifically to the practice of mapping
MPI processes to user-level threads, as opposed to mapping them
to OS-level processes.

Oversubscribing the CPU is technically possible with traditional
MPI implementations, in which MPI processes are mapped to OS-
level processes. However, mapping MPI processes to user-level
threads provides multiple advantages. Context switches between
ULTs are faster than context switches between OS-level processes,
because it is possible to do without involving the operating sys-
tem. This full control over a MPI processes’s state also provides
for simpler migration of MPI processes between cores and nodes,
and it also provides for simpler checkpointing, both demonstrated
by Adaptive MPI [12, 13]. MPI virtualization enables the reduc-
tion in the memory consumption associated with shared-memory
communications—single copy from the source buffer directly to
the destination buffer is possible without special kernel modules,
since all MPI processes on a node can share the address space of
the parent OS-level process—which is demonstrated by MPC-MPI
[21]. MPC-MPI also shows that MPI virtualization can enable better
interoperation between MPI and OpenMP [2].

A virtualized MPI implementation takes on a part of responsi-
bilities of the operating system: context switching and scheduling.
It effectively virtualizes the CPU in the same way as an operating
system virtualizes it through multitasking.

However, implementingMPI processes as user-level threads does
have its drawbacks: managing contexts from user space requires
the ULTs to be spawned off the same OS-level process, meaning
that each MPI process no longer has its own private address space,
which is the standard assumption of MPI programs. Specifically,
it is normal for an MPI program to assume that each MPI process
has its own private set of global variables. Such a program would
behave incorrectly when used with a virtualized MPI implementa-
tion if any of the global variables assume different values across
different processes over the course of the program’s execution,
thus necessitating the privatization of global variables in user code
[19, 31].

2.1 Scheduling of virtualized MPI processes
Each process in a virtualized MPI implementation can be in one of
the following four states:

(1) INIT: when the process has not yet left the MPI initialization
call, MPI_Init; all processes start in this state;

INIT

FINALIZED

RUNNING SUSPENDED

leaves MPI_Init

leaves MPI_Finalize

enters a blocking MPI call

the MPI runtime decides to run this MPI 
process and it does not block on a 
communication request

Figure 1: The process state transition diagram of a virtual-
ized MPI implementation. Each MPI process resides in one
of these four states at any moment.

(2) RUNNING: when the process is currently being executed by
a CPU core. If the underlying operating system decides to
suspend the OS-level process hosting the MPI process, that
MPI process is still considered to be in the RUNNING state,
because it was not the decision of theMPI runtime to suspend
the process, and these states only reflect the point of view of
the MPI runtime; on each CPU core, at most one MPI process
can be in the RUNNING state at any moment;

(3) SUSPENDED: while the MPI process is not being executed by
the CPU core as per the MPI runtime’s decision;

(4) FINALIZED: when the MPI process has returned from
MPI_Finalize; this is the terminal state.

MPI processes transition between states according to the diagram
presented in Figure 1.

On scheduling points, the MPI runtime has the power to change
the state of the currently-running MPI process to SUSPENDED and
transition another MPI process to the RUNNING state. Existing vir-
tualized MPI implementations use cooperative multitasking and
place the scheduling points into blocking MPI calls, while some also
provide means for the MPI processes to explicitly place a scheduling
point by yielding to the scheduler.

2.2 Implementing a virtualized MPI
MPI processes can bemapped to user-level threads through different
approaches. AdaptiveMPI [12] uses the abstractions of the Charm++
runtime [14, 15]. MPC-MPI uses a custom implementation of user-
level threads [21].

Our virtualized MPI implementation, named TinyMPI1, which
we use as the research vehicle of this work, uses a custom imple-
mentation of user-level threads: it launches an OS-level process
on each compute node (one shared-memory domain), spawns an
OS-level thread per each CPU core on the node, and, for each of
those, spawns multiple user-level threads, each corresponding to
an MPI process.

TinyMPI’s context switching mechanism is analogous to that
of Grappa [20]: it switches the stacks and callee-saved registers,
according to the calling convention of the platform, of the to-be-
suspended MPI process and of the to-be-resumed MPI process. This
essentially makes a context switch equivalent to a function call.

Before presenting the findings of our work, we briefly cover the
work related to MPI virtualization.

1http://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/Research/Parallel_Programming/TinyMPI/
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2.3 Work related to MPI virtualization
Other paradigms of MPI implementation and general tasking sys-
tems have targeted the same benefits as the MPI virtualization
paradigm does.

2.3.1 Overlap and load balancing. Many tasking runtime systems
target computation-communication overlap and load-balancing but
outside of the scope of MPI.

Charm++ [14] is a parallel programming system which over-
subscribes CPUs with a large number of chares. Chares interact
by sending messages to each other and get invoked to perform
computation in response to an incoming message. Charm++ can
migrate chares across cores and nodes, enabling automatic load bal-
ancing. Charm++ hides the communication latency by scheduling
a runnable chare in place of a chare waiting for communication.
Adaptive MPI [12], a virtualized MPI implementation, is based on
Charm++.

Grappa [20] is a system which aims to simplify the programming
of irregular applications by providing automatic network-latency
hiding through oversubscription and load balancing via task mi-
gration, among other features. Grappa’s programming model is
also centered around splitting the application logic into a set of
concurrently-executed, communicating tasks. To enable the per-
formance benefits it provides, Grappa implements the tasks as
user-level threads.

Dang et al. [3] describe an MPI implementation which, by drop-
ping the support for the wildcard semantics of MPI, can sustain
thousands of threads on the same node communicating via MPI.
This system uses ULTs, as virtualized MPI implementations do,
but it does not map MPI processes to those threads; instead, MPI
processes are multithreaded. The work aims to lift the performance
issues associated with calling MPI from multiple threads concur-
rently, a technique which, among other benefits, enables hiding the
communication latency.

2.3.2 Single-copy shared-memory communication. Hybrid MPI [7]
aims to provide single-copy communication between MPI processes
residing on the same compute node. Hybrid MPI maps MPI pro-
cesses to OS-level processes, as in traditional MPI implementations,
but these processes share the heap portion of their address space
through OS-provided mechanisms, which enables Hybrid MPI to
implement single-copy shared-memory communications.

KNEM [9] is a Linux kernel module which enables single-copy
shared-memory communication. It is designed to work with tradi-
tionalMPI implementations andwas integrated into themainstream
MPI implementations, MPICH2 and Open MPI. It provides single-
copy communication by leveraging the fact that the OS kernel can
see the address spaces of all the OS-processes and can thus perform
a copy from the sender’s buffer directly to the receiver’s buffer.
Recent Linux versions have integrated similar functionality into
the mainline kernel [28].

Buntinas et al. [1] summarize different options of implement-
ing shared-memory communication in MPI, including single-copy
mechanisms: kernel-module support, OS mechanisms intended for
debuggers, and the use of RDMA capabilities of network interfaces
to loop the data back from one process to another on the same
network node.

We now proceed to discussing the new insights into MPI virtu-
alization which we have uncovered in this work.

3 ISSUES WITH TIME MEASUREMENT
MPI provides a portable and convenient way to measure time: the
MPI_Wtime call, which “returns a floating-point number of sec-
onds representing elapsed wall-clock time since some time in the
past” (emphasis ours), as the text of the specification puts it [18].
When MPI virtualization is introduced, the facilities provided by
MPI_Wtime are no longer sufficient and have to be extended, as we
will explain in this section.

Consider the following code:
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Consider the following code:
int main() {

initialize ();
/* A */
for(int i = 0; i < ITERS; i++) {

compute ();
MPI_Sendrecv (...);

}
/* B */
finalize ();

}

Assume that we want to find the answers to the following two
questions about the code above:

• How much time has each MPI process spent in the section of
code between points A and B? We call such a measurement
a “process-POV”2 measurement.

• How much time has each CPU core spent in the section of
code between points A and B? We call such a measurement
a “core-POV” measurement.

With a traditional MPI implementation these two questions are the
same because each MPI process is mapped to an OS-level process
and will most likely be pinned to a particular CPU core. The an-
swer to both of these questions will then be found by adding two
MPI_Wtime calls, one at A and one at B, then subtracting the value
returned by the first from the value returned by the second call.
However, with a virtualized MPI implementation, those two ques-
tions are distinct, and the presented solution will yield incorrect
measurements for both of them. We will now discuss each case
individually.

3.1 Why process-POV measurements are
needed

We define process-POV measurements to be drawn from a clock
which ticks only while the requesting MPI process is in the RUNNING
state and not while it is in any of the other states, as per the defini-
tion of states given in Section 2.1.

Process-POV measurements are necessary when the user code
needs to measure performance from the point of view of an MPI
process. Process-POV measurements are also necessary for load-
balance studies, where MPI processes are expected to spend dif-
ferent amounts of time in the same section of code—in this case
it is necessary to measure the time accumulated by each process
individually.

If several MPI processes share a CPU core, then wrapping a code
section with a pair of MPI_Wtime calls and taking the readings on
2“POV” standing for “point of view”
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Table 1: Output of the existing virtualized MPI implementa-
tions for the code in Listing 1—MPI_Wtime calls return mis-
leading values.

MPI Task topology
(#p/#c)

Value of
elapsed

Total
execution

timeproc 0 proc 1

Open MPI
(no virtualization)

2 / 2 30 30 30

AMPI 2 / 1 60 30 60
MPC-MPI 2 / 1 60 30 60
TinyMPI
MPI_Wtime

2 / 1 60 30 60

TinyMPI
MPIX_Rtime

2 / 1 30 30 60
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TinyMPI MPIX_Rtime 2 / 1 30 30 60

Listing 1: Outline of the code exposing the misleading
MPI_Wtime readings returned by virtualized MPI implemen-
tations.
int main() {

MPI_Init ();
double start = MPI_Wtime ();
sleep(/* 30 seconds */);
MPI_Barrier ();
double elapsed = MPI_Wtime () - start;
printf("%f\n", elapsed);
MPI_Finalize ();

}

one of those MPI processes will include the periods during which
the process was in the SUSPENDED state and will thus yield incorrect
readings. This is visually demonstrated in the topmost portion of
Figure 2. The goal is to count the time that a MPI process spent
between points A and B but only while it was in the RUNNING state,
which is similar in spirit to the “CPU time” measured for processes
by the operating system.

To demonstrate that existing virtualized MPI implementations
cannot provide process-POV timings without relying on external-
to-MPI timing tools, we execute the code in Listing 1 with AMPI
(Charm++ 6.8.2), MPC-MPI 2.5.0, Open MPI 3.0.0, and TinyMPI.
The code is executed with two MPI processes co-located on the
same CPU core, except for Open MPI, which is not a virtualized
MPI and uses two CPU cores. Table 1 presents the output of each
MPI implementation. Following the standard-mandated semantics,
the MPI_Wtime calls return the value of 30 (rounded to full sec-
onds, as accuracy is not of concern here but semantics) with the
non-virtualized Open MPI. In contrast, one of the processes with
all tested virtualized MPI implementations measures 60 seconds
instead of 30, except for TinyMPI with MPI_Wtime replaced with
MPIX_Rtime, the process-POV timer call that we propose. Such
measurements suggest that the two processes have collectively
worked for 90 seconds, where in reality it was 60. The discrep-
ancy is caused by the fact that the timing calls include the periods
of time during which the calling processes was suspended. Thus,
MPI_Wtime cannot provide process-POV measurements under MPI
virtualization.

time
With MPI_Wtime

Rank 0:

MPI_Wtime MPI_Wtime

Rank 1:

MPI_Wtime MPI_Wtime

same
core

Rank-POV measurements

Rank 0:
Rank 1:

same
core

Rank 0:
Rank 1:

Core-POV measurement

Core:

Figure 2: The difference between time measurements from
an MPI process point of view (“process-POV”), from a core’s
point of view (“core-POV”), and themeasurements returned
by MPI_Wtime. The gray shading in the top portion of the
figure represents process-POV measurements, which are
shown separately in the middle portion.

These misleading time measurements cause benchmark applica-
tions that rely on MPI_Wtime to inadvertently self-report erroneous
performance figures when used with a virtualized MPI implemen-
tation, which we observe with the HPCCG benchmark from the
Mantevo suite [10]. We run HPCCG with TinyMPI and MPC-MPI
2.5.0 using four MPI processes in total, all of them sharing one CPU
core. Unfortunately, we could not successfully run this experiment
with AMPI (Charm++ 6.8.2): the code runs with four processes
on four CPU cores but hangs with four processes on one core. Ta-
ble 2 presents the performance numbers self-reported by HPCCG in
these runs. The full running time was measured by external timers
to be 11.5 seconds for TinyMPI and 12 seconds for MPC-MPI. For
both TinyMPI and MPC-MPI, the wall-clock MPI_Wtime reports
values almost equal to that full running time, which is of four pro-
cesses sharing the same core, but this measurement is supposed to
be made for a single process. This leads to incorrectly high time
measurements, which in turn lead to incorrectly low calculated
MFLOP/s values—HPCCG calculates this metric by dividing the
number of floating-point operations performed by a single rank by
the time taken by that single rank. The process-POV MPIX_Rtime,
the call which we discuss in detail subsequently, correctly accumu-
lates the time spent by the calling MPI process only, resulting in
realistic time measurements and performance figures.

Rodrigues et al. [25] encounter a similar effect in their analysis:
the authors have observed wide fluctuations in the timestep exe-
cution time measured by a single MPI process sharing the same
CPU core with 15 other processes, which was attributed to unpre-
dictable interleaving of those 16 processes by the virtualized MPI
runtime. Based on the description of the observation, we conjecture
that process-POV timers would have removed the fluctuations and
yielded stable measurements.

Let us now describe how process-POV time measurements may
be implemented in a virtualized MPI implementation.

one of those MPI processes will include the periods during which
the process was in the SUSPENDED state and will thus yield incorrect
readings. This is visually demonstrated in the topmost portion of
Figure 2. The goal is to count the time that a MPI process spent
between points A and B but only while it was in the RUNNING state,
which is similar in spirit to the “CPU time” measured for processes
by the operating system.
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to-MPI timing tools, we execute the code in Listing 1 with AMPI
(Charm++ 6.8.2), MPC-MPI 2.5.0, Open MPI 3.0.0, and TinyMPI.
The code is executed with two MPI processes co-located on the
same CPU core, except for Open MPI, which is not a virtualized
MPI and uses two CPU cores. Table 1 presents the output of each
MPI implementation. Following the standard-mandated semantics,
the MPI_Wtime calls return the value of 30 (rounded to full sec-
onds, as accuracy is not of concern here but semantics) with the
non-virtualized Open MPI. In contrast, one of the processes with
all tested virtualized MPI implementations measures 60 seconds
instead of 30, except for TinyMPI with MPI_Wtime replaced with
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measurements suggest that the two processes have collectively
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ancy is caused by the fact that the timing calls include the periods
of time during which the calling processes was suspended. Thus,
MPI_Wtime cannot provide process-POV measurements under MPI
virtualization.
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figure represents process-POV measurements, which are
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These misleading time measurements cause benchmark applica-
tions that rely on MPI_Wtime to inadvertently self-report erroneous
performance figures when used with a virtualized MPI implemen-
tation, which we observe with the HPCCG benchmark from the
Mantevo suite [10]. We run HPCCG with TinyMPI and MPC-MPI
2.5.0 using four MPI processes in total, all of them sharing one CPU
core. Unfortunately, we could not successfully run this experiment
with AMPI (Charm++ 6.8.2): the code runs with four processes
on four CPU cores but hangs with four processes on one core. Ta-
ble 2 presents the performance numbers self-reported by HPCCG in
these runs. The full running time was measured by external timers
to be 11.5 seconds for TinyMPI and 12 seconds for MPC-MPI. For
both TinyMPI and MPC-MPI, the wall-clock MPI_Wtime reports
values almost equal to that full running time, which is of four pro-
cesses sharing the same core, but this measurement is supposed to
be made for a single process. This leads to incorrectly high time
measurements, which in turn lead to incorrectly low calculated
MFLOP/s values—HPCCG calculates this metric by dividing the
number of floating-point operations performed by a single rank by
the time taken by that single rank. The process-POV MPIX_Rtime,
the call which we discuss in detail subsequently, correctly accumu-
lates the time spent by the calling MPI process only, resulting in
realistic time measurements and performance figures.

Rodrigues et al. [25] encounter a similar effect in their analysis:
the authors have observed wide fluctuations in the timestep exe-
cution time measured by a single MPI process sharing the same
CPU core with 15 other processes, which was attributed to unpre-
dictable interleaving of those 16 processes by the virtualized MPI
runtime. Based on the description of the observation, we conjecture
that process-POV timers would have removed the fluctuations and
yielded stable measurements.

Let us now describe how process-POV time measurements may
be implemented in a virtualized MPI implementation.
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cution time measured by a single MPI process sharing the same
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runtime. Based on the description of the observation, we conjecture
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Let us now describe how process-POV time measurements may
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Table 2: HPCCG inadvertently reports misleading perfor-
mance numbers when using a virtualized MPI implementa-
tion.

MPC-MPI
MPI_Wtime

TinyMPI
MPI_Wtime

TinyMPI
MPIX_Rtime

Tot. time [s] 11.1 10.9 2.85
DDOT time [s] 3.8 4.9 0.16
Tot. MFLOP/s 1755 1792 6846
DDOT MFLOP/s 319 245 7513

HPCCG reports measurements for rank 0. In these runs, 4 MPI processes
share the same CPU core and collectively take 11.5 seconds for TinyMPI
and 12 seconds for MPC-MPI.
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Listing 2: Our implementation of the process-POV
MPIX_Rtime. In all statements, R and T refer to the current
process’s fields. Function now() returns current wall-time.
// There is one instance of a process_local
// variable for each process.
proc_local timestamp R; //process -POV clock
proc_local timestamp T; // helper

on_proc_init (): // Called for each proc in MPI_Init.
R = 0;
T = now();

on_proc_suspend (): // Advance the process -POV clock.
R += now() - T;

on_proc_resume ():
// The process -POV time did not change.
// Only the helper must update.
T = now();

MPIX_Rtime ():
// Advance the clock and return the value.
R += now() - T;
T = now();
return R;

3.2 Obtaining process-POV Time
Measurements

In order to obtain process-POV measurements for a particular MPI
process, wemust use a clockwhich is ticking onlywhile that process
is kept in the RUNNING state by the MPI runtime. A wall-clock
timer cannot directly serve this purpose, because it ticks constantly,
without regard to the MPI runtime’s user-space scheduling of MPI
processes.

The process-POV timer is only required when the timed section
of code contains a virtualized MPI’s scheduling point. If the code
section does not contain any such points and hence the MPI process
does not get suspended by the MPI runtime while inside of it, then
MPI_Wtime can be used, since no periods during which the calling
process was SUSPENDED will be captured.

Since process-POV time measurements complement rather than
replace the wall-clock time measurements, we suggest introducing
a new timer call into the MPI standard: MPIX_Rtime, named so
after “Rank-POV”; following the convention, the X in the prefix
MPIX signifies “extension”. The new call is defined as returning a
floating-point number of seconds elapsed since a fixed time in the
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Figure 3: Cummulative distribution function of the per-task-
switch overhead of the proposed process-POV timer logic.
𝑃99 and 𝑃99.9 denote 99th and 99.9th percentiles.

past but only including the time during which the calling process
was RUNNING.

Listing 2 outlines our implementation of MPIX_Rtime. It does
not rely on specific hardware support. Each MPI process internally
holds two values: R—the process’s own point-of-view clock, and T—
a helper variable. These two variables can be stored in the control
data structure maintained for each process by the MPI runtime.
The value of R appears to be incrementing only while its owning
process is RUNNING, hence it can feed MPIX_Rtime.

This implementation is robust to MPI process migration: if a
process migrates to a core whose timer is not synchronized with
that of the previous core, its process-POV timekeeping will still be
correct because the wall-clock timestamps from different cores are
never related to each other in any way—only the values from the
same core are used in the subtractions.

The on-suspend and on-resume parts of the process-POV logic
have to be executed on each MPI process context switch, which is
potentially a frequent event; therefore it is important to evaluate
their overhead. Figure 3 presents the statistical summary of absolute
time measurements of approximately 70,000 invocations of on-
suspend and on-resume logic implemented in C++ on a 2.2 GHz
Intel Xeon E5-2660V2. The 99th percentile is below 100 ns for the
on-suspend logic and is below 150 ns for the on-resume logic.

3.3 Why core-POV measurements are needed
Core-POV measurements are necessary for load-balance studies in
which the imbalance occurs due to CPU cores dynamically chang-
ing their frequency, making the same code section take different
amounts of time on different cores. The “Core-POV” portion of
Figure 2 visually presents the difference between core-POV and
process-POV measurements.

The wall-clock MPI_Wtime timer cannot fulfill the task of count-
ing core-POV time. It is definitely possible to arrange for the first
process entering the code section to start the timer and the last
process leaving it to stop the timer. However, such measurements
would be inaccurate, because sections of code outside of the target
section will also be included—all other MPI processes sharing the
same CPU core will be unblocking at the last scheduling point,
which will always be before the target code section, and that section
of code before the target section will get included in the measured
period. The same applies to the section of code after the target
section up to the next scheduling point. The core-POV measure-
ment will thus be overestimated. The degree of inaccuracy directly
depends on how long the leading and the trailing sections of code
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past but only including the time during which the calling process
was RUNNING.

Listing 2 outlines our implementation of MPIX_Rtime. It does
not rely on specific hardware support. Each MPI process internally
holds two values: R—the process’s own point-of-view clock, and T—
a helper variable. These two variables can be stored in the control
data structure maintained for each process by the MPI runtime.
The value of R appears to be incrementing only while its owning
process is RUNNING, hence it can feed MPIX_Rtime.

This implementation is robust to MPI process migration: if a
process migrates to a core whose timer is not synchronized with
that of the previous core, its process-POV timekeeping will still be
correct because the wall-clock timestamps from different cores are
never related to each other in any way—only the values from the
same core are used in the subtractions.

The on-suspend and on-resume parts of the process-POV logic
have to be executed on each MPI process context switch, which is
potentially a frequent event; therefore it is important to evaluate
their overhead. Figure 3 presents the statistical summary of absolute
time measurements of approximately 70,000 invocations of on-
suspend and on-resume logic implemented in C++ on a 2.2 GHz
Intel Xeon E5-2660V2. The 99th percentile is below 100 ns for the
on-suspend logic and is below 150 ns for the on-resume logic.

3.3 Why core-POV measurements are needed
Core-POV measurements are necessary for load-balance studies in
which the imbalance occurs due to CPU cores dynamically chang-
ing their frequency, making the same code section take different
amounts of time on different cores. The “Core-POV” portion of
Figure 2 visually presents the difference between core-POV and
process-POV measurements.

The wall-clock MPI_Wtime timer cannot fulfill the task of count-
ing core-POV time. It is definitely possible to arrange for the first
process entering the code section to start the timer and the last
process leaving it to stop the timer. However, such measurements
would be inaccurate, because sections of code outside of the target
section will also be included—all other MPI processes sharing the
same CPU core will be unblocking at the last scheduling point,
which will always be before the target code section, and that section
of code before the target section will get included in the measured
period. The same applies to the section of code after the target
section up to the next scheduling point. The core-POV measure-
ment will thus be overestimated. The degree of inaccuracy directly
depends on how long the leading and the trailing sections of code
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take: if those take a small amount of time relative to the target sec-
tion, then the inaccuracy may be acceptable; otherwise, a different
approach is needed.

Rodrigues et al. [25] observe this situation but in the context of
performance counters: in their cache-utilization analysis of a code
running with AMPI, the authors aim to count cache misses on each
core when executing a specific code section. The authors use the
approach of having the first-entering rank start the counters and
the last-leaving rank stop the counters. Core-POV instrumentation
logic would have provided the desired measurements without the
described inaccuracy.

Rank-POV timers can fulfill the task of measuring core-POV time
only partially—the measurements will be correct only if the MPI
processes do not migrate between cores, in which case summing
up process-POV measurements for the target code section across
all MPI processes on that core will yield the correct core-POV
measurement. This can be implemented using the current MPI
standard, e.g., by using MPI_Get_processor_name to identify a
CPU core, then calling MPI_Comm_split to create a communicator
per each core, making an MPI_Reduce call on each core to sum the
process-POV values, and finally having one MPI process per each
core report the core-POV value. However, this sequence appears to
be too complex for the simple goal of timing a section of code in a
core-POV manner, so support from MPI is desirable.

Conversely, if MPI processes are allowed to migrate between
cores during the program run, then summing process-POV values
will yield a wrong result—a process will incorrectly attribute all the
amount of time it has accumulated in the measured code section to
the core on which it happened to be executing at the moment of
the summation, while all the other cores which have executed any
portion of the measured section on this process’s behalf will get
attributed nothing. In this case, the support from the MPI runtime
is not just desirable but necessary.

3.4 Obtaining Core-POV Time Measurements
The crux of the problem with obtaining core-POV time measure-
ments is not that we need a special kind of core-POV clock—any
standard wall-time clock is already a core-POV clock—but rather
that the timer has to be started and stopped at specific events: the
timer has to be started when any MPI process on this core enters
the measured code section or resumes execution at a scheduling
point inside that section, and it has to be stopped when any MPI
process leaves the section or gets suspended in a scheduling point
within it.

To provide such functionality from MPI, we suggest extending
the MPI interface with three new calls:
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portion of the measured section on this process’s behalf will get
attributed nothing. In this case, the support from the MPI runtime
is not just desirable but necessary.

3.4 Obtaining Core-POV Time Measurements
The crux of the problem with obtaining core-POV time measure-
ments is not that we need a special kind of core-POV clock—any
standard wall-time clock is already a core-POV clock—but rather
that the timer has to be started and stopped at specific events: the
timer has to be started when any MPI process on this core enters
the measured code section or resumes execution at a scheduling
point inside that section, and it has to be stopped when any MPI
process leaves the section or gets suspended in a scheduling point
within it.

To provide such functionality from MPI, we suggest extending
the MPI interface with three new calls:
void MPIX_Start_processor_timer ()

void MPIX_Stop_processor_timer ()

double MPIX_Ptime ()

The first two calls are to be used to demarcate the section of code for
which core-POV time measurements are desired to be taken. The
MPIX_Ptime call, named after “Processor time”, is used to retrieve
the measurement; it provides access to the same core-POV timer to
all MPI processes sharing a core.

Listing 3 outlines our proposed way of implementing these core-
POV timer calls. The information onwhether or not a particularMPI
process is currently executing within the core-POV-timed section

Listing 3: Our implementation of core-POV timers. In all
statements, M and C refer to the current process’s and cur-
rent core’s fields respectively. Function now() returns cur-
rent, non-negative wall-time as measured by a call such as
rdtsc or gettimeofday.
// There is one instance of a core_local
// variable for each CPU core.
core_local double C; // The core -POV timer.
proc_local double M; // A per -proc helper variable.

on_core_init (): // once per core in MPI_Init
C = 0;

on_proc_init (): // once per proc in MPI_Init
M = -1;

MPIX_Start_processor_timer ():
M = now();

on_proc_suspend ():
//if in the metered section , add to timer
if (M > 0): C += now() - M;

on_proc_resume ():
//if in the metered section , refresh helper
if (M > 0): M = now();

MPIX_Stop_processor_timer ():
// Accumulate contributions
if (M > 0): C += now() - M;
//leave the metered section
M = -1;

MPIX_Ptime ():
return C

of code is inherent to that process, because it depends on where in
the program that process is executing. Thus, whether or not the
time accumulation should take place depends on the process state.
The MPI process-local variable M is used for that purpose, with the
special value -1 indicating that no core-POV timer is active and a
non-negative value indicating that the timer is active. This variable
can be placed into the control data structure maintained for each
process by the MPI runtime. On the other hand, the information on
how much time a certain core has accumulated in the timed section
of the code is inherent to that core. Hence, each core maintains
its private running sum in the core-local variable C, which can be
stored in the control data structure kept for each CPU core by the
MPI runtime.

As with the process-POV timer logic, the on-suspend and on-
resume parts of the core-POV timer logic have to be executed on
each MPI process switch, which is potentially a frequent event.
Figure 4 presents the statistical summary of absolute time mea-
surements of approximately 70,000 invocations of on-suspend and
on-resume logic implemented in C++ on a 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon E5-
2660V2. The 99th percentile is at 170 ns for the on-suspend logic
and is below 150 ns for the on-resume logic.

3.5 Discussion of process-POV and core-POV
timers

The time measurement issues described in this section may poten-
tially be resolved by using instrumentation external to MPI, e.g., by

The first two calls are to be used to demarcate the section of code for
which core-POV time measurements are desired to be taken. The
MPIX_Ptime call, named after “Processor time”, is used to retrieve
the measurement; it provides access to the same core-POV timer to
all MPI processes sharing a core.

Listing 3 outlines our proposed way of implementing these core-
POV timer calls. The information onwhether or not a particularMPI
process is currently executing within the core-POV-timed section
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Figure 4 presents the statistical summary of absolute time mea-
surements of approximately 70,000 invocations of on-suspend and
on-resume logic implemented in C++ on a 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon E5-
2660V2. The 99th percentile is at 170 ns for the on-suspend logic
and is below 150 ns for the on-resume logic.

3.5 Discussion of process-POV and core-POV
timers

The time measurement issues described in this section may poten-
tially be resolved by using instrumentation external to MPI, e.g., by
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Figure 4: Cummulative distribution function of the per-task-
switch overhead of the proposed core-POV timer logic. P99
and P99.9 denote 99th and 99.9th percentiles.

using timing facilities provided by a particular virtualized MPI im-
plementation: Adaptive MPI, for example, provides a performance-
analysis tool called Projections [8]. However, a portable MPI pro-
gram would confine itself to using only the facilities included in the
MPI standard. Hence, we argue the MPI standard should include
virtualization-aware time-measurement features.

MPI simulation frameworks—such as SMPI [4], xSim [6], MPI-
SIM [23], and the MPI simulator described in [24]—partially share
the timing issues with virtualizedMPI implementations. Such frame-
works aim to use one system to simulate execution of an MPI
application on another, possibly larger, system. In such circum-
stances, MPI_Wtime has to be altered to return “virtual time”, which
could be similar to the process-POV time returned by MPIX_Rtime
proposed in our work. However, the two functions would have
different meanings: a simulator’s MPI_Wtime would be returning
wall-clock timer’s readings on a hypothetical target system, which
is different from the real system executing the simulation; whereas
MPIX_Rtime would be returning process-POV reading as seen by
the same system that executes the calculation.

3.5.1 Performance counters and the MPI profiling interface. We
presented the process-POV and core-POV measurement problem
in the context of time measurement; however, measurements with
performance counters are facing the exact same problem: process-
POV and core-POV logic is needed in order to obtain meaningful
readings. The MPI profiling interface [18] faces the same problem
as well: if a profiler implementation aims at gathering statistics
for MPI calls containing scheduling points, then it must employ
process-POV and/or core-POV measurement mechanisms.

Thus, the introduction of virtualization into MPI brings the need
to have new kinds of timer calls: for measuring time from the point
of view of an MPI process and from the point of view of a CPU core.
The underlying reason for introducing both kinds of timers is the
fact that several MPI processes share the same CPU core. We will
now discuss another insight that this work has uncovered.

4 RELATION BETWEEN VIRTUALIZATION
RATIO AND MPI’S COMMUNICATION
PROTOCOL

MPI virtualization involves launching more than one MPI process
per CPU core; the exact number of MPI processes per CPU core is
referred to as the virtualization ratio by the authors of Adaptive MPI
[12], we adopt this terminology. The choice of the virtualization
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MPIX_Rtime would be returning process-POV reading as seen by
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presented the process-POV and core-POV measurement problem
in the context of time measurement; however, measurements with
performance counters are facing the exact same problem: process-
POV and core-POV logic is needed in order to obtain meaningful
readings. The MPI profiling interface [18] faces the same problem
as well: if a profiler implementation aims at gathering statistics
for MPI calls containing scheduling points, then it must employ
process-POV and/or core-POV measurement mechanisms.

Thus, the introduction of virtualization into MPI brings the need
to have new kinds of timer calls: for measuring time from the point
of view of an MPI process and from the point of view of a CPU core.
The underlying reason for introducing both kinds of timers is the
fact that several MPI processes share the same CPU core. We will
now discuss another insight that this work has uncovered.
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MPI virtualization involves launching more than one MPI process
per CPU core; the exact number of MPI processes per CPU core is
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Listing 4: Outline of themicrobenchmark employed for eval-
uating achieved overlap. The code mimics a 2-dimensional
stencil application. Each MPI process communicates with 4
neighbors.
int main(int argc , char** argv) {

MPI_Init ();
for (int i = 0; i < ITERS; i++) {

compute (); /*Comp. phase */

/* Communication phase */
MPI_Irecv (); MPI_Irecv ();
MPI_Irecv (); MPI_Irecv ();
MPI_Isend (); MPI_Isend ();
MPI_Isend (); MPI_Isend ();
MPI_Waitall ();

}
MPI_Finalize ();

}

ratio has an unexpected link to the MPI rendezvous communica-
tion protocol. To see this, we need to inspect the computation–
communication overlap achieved by a virtualized MPI implemen-
tation for an application that does not implement overlapping on
its own. We will first introduce our methodology of measuring the
achieved overlap.

4.1 Measuring the overlap
We use a microbenchmark which mimics a 2-dimensional stencil
calculation with a computation phase and a blocking halo-exchange
phase; its outline is presented in Listing 4. We build two controls
into the benchmark. First, it is possible to enable and disable any of
the two phases independently. Second, it is possible to freely adjust
the amounts of both computation and communication.

The microbenchmark does not attempt to overlap computation
and communication on its own: it uses the nonblocking MPI calls,
but no computation is put between the initiation calls and the
MPI_Waitall. Thus, any achieved overlap is entirely attributed to
the underlying MPI implementation.

To measure the achieved overlap, we first run the microbench-
mark with only the computation phase enabled and measure the
time taken, which we refer to as 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ; we then repeat the runs
with only the communication phase enabled and obtain the mea-
surement𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚 ; finally, we re-run the code with both components
enabled and obtain the overall measurement 𝑇𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 . We then relate
the three measurements:

• If 𝑇𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 = max
(
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ,𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚

)
, i.e., the shorter of the two

components got completely hidden behind the longer, then
the best possible overlap has been achieved;

• if𝑇𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝+𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚 , then no overlap has been achieved—
the two components merely got stacked on top of each other;

• if max
(
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ,𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚

)
< 𝑇𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 <

(
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 +𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚

)
, then

only partial overlap has been achieved.
Thus, a triplet of measurements—{𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ,𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 }—is used to
evaluate the achieved overlap.

4.2 Rendezvous protocol needs at least three
processes per core

We will use 𝑉 to denote virtualization ratio where appropriate for
brevity. Figure 5 presents the measurements from two series of runs

ratio has an unexpected link to the MPI rendezvous communica-
tion protocol. To see this, we need to inspect the computation–
communication overlap achieved by a virtualized MPI implemen-
tation for an application that does not implement overlapping on
its own. We will first introduce our methodology of measuring the
achieved overlap.

4.1 Measuring the overlap
We use a microbenchmark which mimics a 2-dimensional stencil
calculation with a computation phase and a blocking halo-exchange
phase; its outline is presented in Listing 4. We build two controls
into the benchmark. First, it is possible to enable and disable any of
the two phases independently. Second, it is possible to freely adjust
the amounts of both computation and communication.

The microbenchmark does not attempt to overlap computation
and communication on its own: it uses the nonblocking MPI calls,
but no computation is put between the initiation calls and the
MPI_Waitall. Thus, any achieved overlap is entirely attributed to
the underlying MPI implementation.

To measure the achieved overlap, we first run the microbench-
mark with only the computation phase enabled and measure the
time taken, which we refer to as Tcomp ; we then repeat the runs
with only the communication phase enabled and obtain the mea-
surementTcomm ; finally, we re-run the code with both components
enabled and obtain the overall measurement Tf ull . We then relate
the three measurements:

• If Tf ull = max
(
Tcomp ,Tcomm

)
, i.e., the shorter of the two

components got completely hidden behind the longer, then
the best possible overlap has been achieved;

• if Tf ull = Tcomp + Tcomm , then no overlap has been
achieved—the two components merely got stacked on top of
each other;

• if max
(
Tcomp ,Tcomm

)
< Tf ull <

(
Tcomp +Tcomm

)
, then

only partial overlap has been achieved.

Thus, a triplet of measurements—{Tcomp ,Tcomm ,Tf ull }—is used
to evaluate the achieved overlap.
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Figure 5: Overlap achieved by a microbenchmark withV = 2
(top) and V = 3 (bottom). The V = 2 configuration achieves
only partial overlap, while the V = 3 configuration achieves
full overlap.
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Figure 6: Outline of the MPI rendezvous protocol [30]. The
sender and the receiver performahandshake before starting
the data transmission.

4.2 Rendezvous protocol needs at least three
processes per core

We will use V to denote virtualization ratio where appropriate for
brevity. Figure 5 presents the measurements from two series of runs
of the overlap microbenchmark: with V = 2 in the top plot and
V = 3 in the bottom plot. In these runs, the amount of computation
is kept constant throughout the runs, so Tcomp remains constant,
but the amount of communication is varied, yielding a rising trend
forTcomm . No shared-memory communication is performed during
these runs—only the network communication is performed, which
uses the rendezvous protocol [30] as outlined in Figure 6. The data
for these plots was obtained using our virtualized MPI implemen-
tation, TinyMPI, running on two nodes of a cluster with 2.2 GHz
Intel Xeon E5-2660V2 processors and a 56 Gbps InfiniBand FDR
interconnect. The figure demonstrates that the achieved overlap
improves considerably when going from V = 2 to V = 3, as seen
from the fact that in the bottom plot the Tf ull line (the green line)
lies directly on top of the Tcomp line, which is the maximum of
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Figure 7: Cummulative distribution function of the amount
of time spent by the overlap benchmark in each MPI_Waitall
call. With V = 2 the distribution is strongly bimodal, while
with V = 3 it is unimodal.

the two components. This data suggests that the rendezvous proto-
col requires at least three MPI processes per CPU core in order to
achieve good computation–communication overlap. This finding
contradicts the intuition which suggests that two MPI processes
per core should be enough—when one blocks, the CPU switches to
the other one.

Our analysis is based on the assumption that the rendezvous
protocol is not offloaded from the CPU, i.e., the CPU has to take
explicit action at each step of the protocol’s handshake: to handle
ReadyToSend and ReadyToReceivemessages and initiate user data
transfers.

With only one MPI process per core (i.e., V = 1), a rendezvous
send operation leaves two idle gaps in CPU activity: while waiting
for the ReadyToReceive and while waiting for the data transfer
completion acknowledgment. During these waiting periods, the
CPU core cannot progress the user’s MPI program, since the only
MPI process assigned to this core is SUSPENDED, waiting for its
communication requests to be served; and the core is also unable to
progress the communication operation, since it needs a reply from
its peer.

With two MPI processes assigned to the same core (V = 2), one
of these idle gaps is filled—the CPU core can switch to the other pro-
cess. However, only one of the two idle gaps can be covered in this
case—in the second idle gap, both processes are in the SUSPENDED
state unable to become RUNNING. This means someWaitall calls will
appear to finish faster than other (to the calling process). Overlap
is achieved partially in this case.

Both idle gaps can only be covered if the core has three MPI
processes to choose from (V = 3). In every of the idle gaps, there
exists at least one MPI process which can transition to the RUNNING
state, hence the CPU core is busy at all times. In this case, full
computation–communication overlap is achieved.

Figure 7 presents the empirical validation of this explanation.

4.3 Discussion
We find evidence of a similar effect described by White [29], where
the performance of PlasComCM is shown to increase sharply when
changing from V = 2 to V = 3. We believe that our presented
explanation applies to this case.

Our analysis is based on the assumption that the rendezvous
protocol is executed by the CPU. If the protocol is entirely offloaded
to the network hardware, then the full overlap may be achieved
already with V = 2, because only one idle gap will be generated—
the gap encompassing the entire handshake and the data transfer.
However, offloading the rendezvous protocol to network hardware
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was demonstrated to be non-trivial and requiring extensions even
to such a feature-rich interface as Portals 4 [26]. MPI virtualization
circumvents this problem by keeping the CPU responsible for pro-
gressing the protocol while still managing to achieve computation–
communication overlap.

In our analysis we focus on the sender side of the rendezvous
protocol, which generates two idle gaps in CPU activity. The receiver
side of the rendezvous protocol generates either two idle gaps or
one, depending on whether the receive was posted before or after
the matching ReadyToSend has arrived. A single idle gap can be
filled if V = 2; however, since each MPI process usually performs
both sends and receives, the V ≥ 3 recommendation still applies.

We focus on point-to-point communication in our analysis, but
we expect these findings to apply to collective operations as well,
if they employ rendezvous communication internally. While some
MPI processes are blocked inside the collective, the processes which
have not yet entered the collective or have already left it may
proceed with computation. In this case, the overlap will happen
between the communication triggered by the collective and the
computation work done immediately before and after the collective
call.

If ReadyToReceive arrives so shortly after the associated
ReadyToSend has been sent that the MPI runtime is still inside
the same invocation that triggered the ReadyToSend, and if the
MPI implementation is capable of processing the ReadyToReceive
immediately, then the sender side of rendezvous will generate only
one idle gap, and thus V = 2 is expected to be sufficient to achieve
overlap. However, we do not observe this effect in practice.

Thus, the rendezvous protocol requires each core to have at
least three processes assigned to it (V ≥ 3) to avoid idling CPU
cores unnecessarily. Note that oversubscription is only one possible
solution to the problem posed here. Other options include having
progress threads, handling the rendezvous on a lower level, i.e.,
on the NIC itself or modifying the protocol used to transmit large
messages so that less steps are required.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The overarching goal of this work is to better understand the idea
of MPI virtualization, in which MPI processes are mapped to user-
level threads and many MPI processes share the same CPU core.
We find that MPI virtualization necessitates the time-measurement
interface of MPI, currently consisting of only the wall-clock timer
MPI_Wtime, to be extended with virtualization-aware timing calls:
to measure time from the point-of-view of an MPI process and from
the point-of-view of a CPU core. Portable MPI programs written
with MPI virtualization in mind would need these timing calls to
produce meaningful performance results without relying on exter-
nal instrumentation. We also observe the interplay between the
communication protocol and the degree of CPU oversubscription,
the virtualization ratio: the handshake-based MPI rendezvous pro-
tocol requires at least three MPI processes to share the same CPU
core in order to achieve full computation–communication overlap.
We expect these insights to be applicable to any other tasking run-
time system which interleaves execution of multiple tasks or aims
to overlap computation with a networking protocol involving a
multi-step handshake.
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